Press release
The Hotel Bayerischer Hof introduces BHS Aviation GmbH as its new cooperation partner

Munich/Bamberg (07 May 2021). The aviation company based in Bamberg and specialising in VIP
helicopter and business jet flights BHS Aviation GmbH has signed a cooperation agreement with
the multiple award-winning Hotel Bayerischer Hof Munich.

The main component of this cooperation is the exclusive recommendation of BHS Aviation’s flight
services to the guests of the Hotel Bayerischer Hof, as well as the recommendation of the Hotel
Bayerischer Hof and its partner hotel Zur Tenne in Kitzbuhel to the customers of the BHS Aviation
Group. Point to point connections are the decisive advantage. No matter if by helicopter, private jet
or a combination of both – full service from a single source is guaranteed.
„Thanks to the partnership between the two companies, we are now able to offer our clients, in
addition to the excellent service in Munich, also a fast, comfortable and flexible arrival and departure
from the airport Oberpfaffenhofen, the airfield Oberschleißheim, an off-field landing site in
Schwabing-Freimann or, of course, Munich Airport“, says Maximilian Stoschek, CEO BHS Aviation.
Innegrit Volkhardt, Managing General Partner of the Hotel Bayerischer Hof: “The cooperation with
BHS Aviation GmbH offers our guests the opportunity to make their arrival and departure an
exclusive and unforgettable experience. We are looking forward to an exciting and successful
partnership.“ Both owner-managed companies agree that the wishes and values of their discerning
customers are largely the same and therefore see this cooperation as a strategically valuable step for
both companies to draw attention and support each other in promoting their services.

Hotel Bayerischer Hof
The multiple award-winning hotel, ideally situated in Munich’s Old Town District, is privately owned
and run in fourth generation by the Volkhardt family. With its 337 guest rooms, including 74 suites, it
ranks among the leading German hotels and is member of “The leading Hotels of the World”.
Together with the gourmet restaurant Atelier, awarded with 3 stars by Guide Michelin and 19 points
by Gault Millau, five restaurants and six bars meet all culinary delights. The Hotel Zur Tenne in
Kitzbühel, Austria, as well as the wine store Volkhardts Wein are also part of the property portfolio
run by the Volkhardt family.

BHS Aviation Group
The companies of the BHS Aviation Group have over 40 years of experience in exclusive passenger
and business flights with helicopters. From the locations Bamberg (Germany) and Zurich
(Switzerland), four helicopters are in use with up to eight seats, comfortable equipment and state-ofthe-art avionics. Additionally, the group works together closely with partners in the aviation industry
to offer its guests not only helicopter but also business and private jet flights.
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Maximilian Stoschek, CEO BHS Aviation and Innegrit Volkhardt, Managing General Partner of
the Hotel Bayerischer Hof after signing the contract.

